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Case Abstract 

 
 

A foundation program officer has been given the job of thoroughly 
researching a proposal for the foundation’s first program related 
investment (PRI) and presenting her findings to the board.  Everything 
looks extremely favorable until she accidentally finds out through a 
friend that the key person in the agency requesting the loan is seriously 
ill and may not live to see the project through.  The dilemma involves 
whether to inform the foundation’s executive director and / or board of 
this fact, which came to her in confidence outside the context of her 
research but which could have a bearing on the ability of the agency to 
pay back the loan and thus on the success of the PRI.  The case deals 
with conflicting responsibilities toward one’s employer, one’s friends, 
and one’s ethnic community.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

PLEASE NOTE:  The material contained in this case does not  
necessarily represent actual people or conditions. 



ANNA FOO’S DILEMMA 
 
 Anna Foo sat at her desk at the Cobalt Foundation staring out the window.  From her office 
eight floors above Jackson Square, she could see the shops and apartment buildings of Chinatown as 
well as the imposing high-rise towers of downtown’s business district.  Today, that split view seemed a 
perfect metaphor for her job.  Never had she felt so strong a conflict between loyalty to her community 
and loyalty to her job as a philanthropic professional.  The night before, Anna had accidentally learned 
that they key manager in a project she was reviewing for the foundation was seriously ill.  She chewed a 
pencil as she wondered: did she have an obligation to share this highly personal piece of information with 
her board? 
 
 It had all started when Bob Slade, the foundation’s executive director, had sent her the proposal 
from Resources for Asian Americans (RAA) with a note asking her to read it and see him “as soon as 
possible.”  Looking through the file, Anna quickly realized that it was not a typical grant proposal, but a 
request for a six-figure loan to purchase a facility that would be renovated to provide 36 single-room-
occupancy housing units in the Chinatown community.  The loan from the foundation would be repaid 
from modest rents charged the elderly low-income tenants, and from a new economic development 
venture RAA would establish and house in the building: a business that would train refugee newcomers 
to provide home care to the elderly and disabled. 
 
 At first review, the proposal appeared highly promising.  RAA was a respected agency that had 
run several refugee training programs that were viewed as national models.  The new building would let 
them consolidate their programs, now spread out in tiny offices all over Chinatown, and provide 
critically needed housing as well.  While they had never owned a facility of managed property, Anna 
knew that RAA’s executive director, Henry Lim, had worked in real estate development before heading 
the social service agency.  Lim was one of the four or five respected leaders in Chinatown-that rare kind 
of practical visionary who could both dream up innovative programs and administer them well. 
 
 Bob Slade also felt enthusiastic about the proposal.  When Anna finally got a few minutes with 
him later in the week, he told her that he thought the proposal was an ideal candidate for the 
foundation’s first-ever program related investment (PRI). 
 
 “You  know that I’ve been trying to get the board to make a PRI for almost three years now,” 
he reminded Anna.  “They’ve been skeptical about risking our assets on loans, but this is the perfect 
project to take to them.  RAA and Lim have a great reputation, and Harold Ames (a Cobalt Foundation 
trustee) is on their board.  Of course, he can’t vote on this project because of our conflict of interest 
rules, but his involvement in it will reassure our trustee.” 
 
 He paused.  “Anna, I want our first PRI to be a success story, and that’s why I’m asking you 
tot take this one on.  You really know this community.  I want you to do the most comprehensive staff 
analysis ever on this project.  Look into every detail.  When we take it to the board, it should be 
airtight.” 
 
 Anna left his office feeling buoyant.  She was pleased that she would have the opportunity to 
make the case for the foundation’s first PRI.  The foundation staff had been researching program  
 
related investments for some time.  In her reading  on the topic, Anna had learned that a PRI is an 
investment made by a foundation primarily to further its programmatic purpose, such as providing  
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affordable housing or jobs for minorities.  While the IRS normally required foundations to invest their 
assets prudently for maximum return, foundations were permitted to invest some of their assets in 
projects that directly addressed social purposes, even if they were risky or paid below-market returns.  
PRIs could take several foundation dollars through loan repayments, interest income, and capital gains. 
 
 The reason the Cobalt staff were eager to make PRIs was a simple one.  Like most private 
foundations, they had an endowment and spent the income from that endowment in grants each year.  
Their $50 million I assets gave them a grants budget of approximately $235 million per year.  Half of 
that was permanently dedicated to the founder’s favorite charities, and the remainder was divided 
among four program areas and five countries, with an average grant size of $20,000.  A PRI, because it 
came from assets, would let the foundation participate in a project at the six-figure level.  To Anna, 
PRIs seemed the perfect vehicle for financing the increasingly complex economic development ventures 
that were needed to address problems of poverty and housing. 
 
 In the months that followed, Anna thoroughly reviewed the RAA project.  She talked to a 
dozen outside observers of RAA-it’s funders, other Chinatown agency representatives, city officials 
who were knowledgeable about RAA’s work.  She telephoned three of RAA’s board members to 
determine whether they were genuinely committed to raising the rest of the funds needed for the project. 
 She met with Henry Lim to go over the financial and program plans for the building in detail, and called 
him with dozens of follow-up questions.  In a site visit to the proposed building and RAA’s current 
program offices, she met several Chinese and Vietnamese newcomers who had been trained by RAA.  
Their enthusiasm for the skills they had developed and praise for RAA’s assistance in helping them re-
settle was truly moving. 
 
 Anna also had to sharpen her financial analysis skills to review this project.  Unlike most grants, 
the PRI would be structured like a business deal, with a formal loan agreement and payment schedule.  
Anna contracted the Ford Foundation, which she knew had a large PRI program, to learn how they had 
structured various deals.  To her delight, the helpful program officer at Ford suggested she encourage 
RAA to apply to them as well when he heard about the project.   
 
 Finally, Anna was ready to sit down and prepare the summary of the proposal that would be 
sent to Cobalt’s trustee in their meeting docket.  The summary, which would be the only information on 
the project the trustee would see, needed to be concise-no more than five pages long.  It was divided 
into sections: background on the agency, its leadership and comments and an assessment of project 
strengths, weaknesses, and risks)’ and recommendation.  Attached to Anna’s summary was the 
proposed loan agreement she had developed.  
 
 Anna’s write-up reflected the favorable comments she had heard from everyone she had 
interviewed regarding the project and her assessment that the project had the potential to have 
substantial impact in the Chinatown community.  In keeping with her staff role of providing the board 
with a balanced picture of the project, she did include discussion of what she considered RAA’s only 
major weakness: its over-reliance on Henry Lim.  Like many nonprofits, RAA was fueled by the vision 
and energy of its dynamic founder.  While its staff included many competent service providers, a second 
level of management had not developed.  When faced with a choice, Lim preferred to expand services 
rather than to add management staff.  And Lim was the only staff member who had any real experience 
with real estate development.  While the board included several experienced businessmen, they did not  
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seem to be actively engaged in the daily workings of the agency.  The project’s success was very  
dependent on “key man” Henry Lim. 
 
 Anna worked until almost eight the night the docket was mailed out, doing last-minute 
proofreading and making sure the write-up on the RAA project was a strong as possible.  In addition to 
her usual perfectionist instincts, she knew that Harold Ames, the Cobalt board member who was also 
on RAA’s board, would be looking over her summary very carefully.  Ames was the board member 
who seemed least trusting of the foundation’s staff-he always asked hard questions at board meetings-
and he was an investment banker.  He not only knew RAA, but he knew much more than loans than 
either Anna or Bob Slade. 
 
 Even though Anna was tired, she felt like celebrating once the office manager took the 
completed dockets to the post office.  She remembered that the Chinatown neighborhood health center 
was having an open house that evening and decided to drop by on her way home. 
 
 As she entered the clinic waiting room, festooned with red ribbons and potted plants, and full 
for once not with patients but community activists, Anna was reminded for some of the contradictions of 
foundation work.  As she looked around the room, she saw leaders from four projects she’d funded 
and two she’d turned down.  Before the evening was over, she knew she’d be approached by several 
current applicants who would see the party as an opportunity to plead their case.  Her old colleagues 
from the youth center she used to direct teased her about her great job, saying, “It’s more fun to give 
money away than to ask for it.”  She certainly agreed with that, but what her friends didn’t realize that 
saying “No” was as much-or more- a party of the job as saying “Yes.” 
 
 Sometimes she questioned why Bob always gave her all the Asian-American organizations to 
review.  As the foundation’s first Chinese program officer, it made sense that she look at them: she 
knew the community in a way the rest of the staff, no matter how sensitive, never could.  And part of the 
reason she’d taken the job was to have the chance to get resources to people who hadn’t had access to 
foundations before. On the other hand, it created a peculiar set of pressures: the community expected 
her to “deliver” for them, and she’d lost more than one friend when a grant had been denied. 
 
 Anna’s reverie was interrupted when she felt a hand on her arm.  Her friend, Florence Lum, 
stood there, looking upset and exhausted, still wearing her white doctor’s coat from rounds at the 
hospital.   
 
 “I’m so glad you’re here,” Florence said.  “Coming to this was a mistake.  I’ve had the worst 
day you can imagine, and I can’t face talking to another stranger.” 

 
 “I’m tired too,” Anna said.  “Why don’t we go across the street for something to eat and just 
talk?” 
 
 Facing her friend over a steaming bowl of jook, Anna asked, “O.K. What’s the matter?” 
 “I shouldn’t talk about this,” Florence said.  “And you have to promise not to tell anybody.  But 
I was up at the hospital today and ran into Henry Lim with his doctor.  He has lung cancer, and I’m so 
upset about it.  He’s such a nice man, and I think about his wife and kids and how he’s so important to 
this place.  Why does it always have to be the good ones?” 
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 Ana was stunned.  “How bad is it?” she asked quietly. 
 
 “Very bad,” Florence said.  “They think he has six months to a year.  But for RAA’s sake, he’s 
not talking about it until he figures out what to do about the agency.  He hasn’t told his staff or board.” 
 
  Anna put her head in her hands.  “Oh Florence, I’m looking at a big proposal from RAA right 
now.  It’s going to my board next week.” 
 
 Florence looked panicky.  “Anna, you can’t tell your board or anyone else.  Henry has a right 
to his privacy.  I shouldn’t even have told you.  I was tired and you’re such a good friend.  Besides, this 
building project is really important to Henry.  It’ll be his legacy.” 
 
 The next morning, Anna sat at her desk and stared out at the panorama that was Chinatown.  
Florence’s words echoed in her ears.  Why had she gone to that stupid party?  Why had Florence 
picked that moment to tell her something that should have been confidential?  And why hadn’t a smart 
man like Henry Lim quit chain-smoking years before? 
 
 She remembered feeling the pressures of foundation work the night before, and let out a small 
laugh.  Never had she dreamed that she would face this kind of conflict between her loyalty to the 
foundation and her community. 
 
 When she’d told her long-tie mentor, Michael Wong, about it over breakfast, only in 
hypothetical terms of course, he’d been clear about what she should do.  The sixty-year-old social 
worker had leaned across the counter at Paradise Café and waved a buttered biscuit in her face. 
 
 “Anna, it’s something you never would have found out during the course of a normal review. 
And certainly no other foundation staff person would have ever found out.  If you tell your board, you’ll 
destroy the project and hurt the community.  Your duty is to your community, and to your friend too.  
How will she feel if she knows she accidentally sabotaged the project?” 
 
 He took a bite of biscuit.  “Besides,” he continued, “if this agency person is any good at all, 
he’ll come up with a plan to carry out the project even if he’s sick or gone.  You should go ahead with 
the loan and let him tell the foundation in his own time.  You don’t owe those downtown board 
members you work for this kind of information-not if it means hurting the community.” 
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 Now Anna wondered: what did she owe her board?  Should she tell Bob Slade, the boss who 
had trusted her and chosen her to work with him?  He so wanted to make a successful PRI!  Was she 
risking the foundation’s assets by not sharing this information?  And what about the Ford Foundation 
program officer, who was reviewing from RAA, largely on Anna’s recommendation?  Was it even 
ethical to use information gotten from personal friends in a great review?  How could she reconcile her 
role as a professional with her commitment to supporting her community? 
 
 The foundation staff was meeting in half an hour for a final debriefing in preparation for the 
board meeting.  Should she bring up the problem there? 
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 
 

 
1. What is Anna’s responsibility in this situation?  To the foundation?  To the community?  To her 

friend Florence? 
 

2. If she elects to keep the information on Henry Lim’s illness confidential, are there things Anna  
can do to structure the loan so there is less risk tot the foundation? 

 
3. Would the situation be any different if it was a routine grant involved, not a loan involving the 

foundation’s assets? 
 

4. What does this case tell us about the pressures of foundation work?  Are they similar to the 
pressures and problems of working in other nonprofit organizations? 

 
5. What if Anna was not on the foundation staff, but the director of development for RAA,  when 

she learned of Henry’s illness?  Should she go to the funders to whom she submitted proposals, 
and tell them? 

 
6. If Anna shared this information with her board, RAA board member, Harold Ames, will hear 

the news for the time.  Should that consideration in Anna’s decision about what to do? 
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